ABSTRACT The Gaussian process regression (GPR) model, which is a powerful machine learning tool for probabilistic prediction, is introduced into slope displacement prediction. Using this model, the displacements of the slope of the permanent ship lock of the Three Gorges Project, the Wolongsi slope, and the high slope of Longtan hydropower station were predicted. In addition, the predictive uncertainty index (PUI) for describing the uncertainty of the predicted results was proposed, and the corresponding classification of the PUI was established. The study results demonstrate that the GPR model can self-adaptively acquire model parameter values and has satisfactory adaptability for predicting nonlinear time series of slope displacement. The proposed PUI and its classification based on the GPR model enable quantitative uncertainty analysis and, in turn, reliability evaluation of the predicted results. The GPR model provides a new approach to displacement prediction and safety management in slope engineering.
I. INTRODUCTION
A slope, which can be natural or artificial, is an area of ground that trends approximately evenly upward or downward. Typically, slopes are located near rivers and civil constructions, including highways, railways, hydropower stations, and buildings. A slope failure, which typically refers to a landslide, collapse, or debris flow, is a natural phenomenon that involves vast rock-soil body sliding down along one or several weak structural planes under the force of gravity. Slope failures, especially of large-scale slopes, cause river stoppages, traffic jams, serious personal casualties, and substantial economic losses throughout the world [1] - [3] . Consequently, the study of slope stability has always been one of the main scientific and technical concerns in civil engineering.
The variation trend of slope displacement is used to evaluate the stability of a slope. Prior to a slope failure, the displacement typically exhibits a rapid increase or even a sudden uprush, whereas a slight increase, followed by convergence, in displacement typically corresponds to a stable slope. Therefore, slope displacement prediction can provide important feedback information for stability assessment and safety management of slope engineering during construction and operation. When traditional mechanics-based methods are used to predict slope displacement, various mechanical analysis difficulties are encountered. For example, it is extremely difficult to obtain accurate parameter values and a suitable constitutive model of the slope mass, despite extensive studies and progress in the past decades. This is because a slope is a complicated system that is not only controlled by the intricate physical and mechanical properties of the rocksoil body and geological conditions but also influenced by many other factors, including landform, underground water, rainfall, and artificial activity [4] - [8] . Fortunately, laws in time can be obtained from the slope displacement data that are measured during construction and operation, which can be used for slope displacement prediction.
Time series analysis is a method for analyzing time series data to extract meaningful statistics and other characteristics of the data and subsequently assess the current situation and future change tendency of the targeted object, which is widely used in industrial automation, economics, meteorology, space sciences, and the military. Due to its above-described characteristics, time series analysis is suitable for slope displacement investigation and prediction. Moreover, it is more convenient to predict slope displacement using time series analysis, comparing with the traditional mechanics-based method, as complicated mechanical analysis is avoided. Therefore, this method can provide an important technique for stability analysis and safety management of slopes [9] .
In the past two decades, multiple regression, the auto-regressive moving average model, and grey system theory were widely used in time series analysis for slope displacement prediction [10] - [12] . These methods focus on solving linear problems. However, most slope displacements observed in engineering practice are highly nonlinear. Consequently, using these methods to predict the time series of slope displacements can be extremely difficult. In recent years, with the development of computational techniques, machine learning methods, such as artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM), were introduced into time series analysis, which promoted the development of slope displacement prediction [13] - [15] . However, because of the high complexity of slope displacement prediction, the studies in the literature have several shortcomings: (1) The first is the use of the regression error to evaluate the reliability of the predicted results. The regression error is an index for evaluating the regression effect of the applied model by comparing the regression result with existing data. The regression error is an index for assessing the regression result; however, the predicted result can differ substantially from the regression result. In addition, the regression error is typically constant, while the uncertainty of the predicted results is dynamic and increases with the interval between the current time and the time that corresponds to the prediction object (the predicted time). Thus, it is unreasonable to use the regression error to assess the reliability of the predicted results, especially when the predicted time is far from the current time. (2) The second is the use of the error to evaluate the predicted result. The error is the difference between the measured data and the predicted results. However, the measured data for future times are currently unavailable. Therefore, the reliability of predicted results and the performance of the applied model is evaluated after the fact. This fails to provide engineers with helpful information for assessing the stability of the slope in advance. (3) The third is the focus on the deterministic analysis of the predicted results. As many predicted results as possible are always expected. However, the predicted results are uncertain. The larger the interval between the predicted time and the current time is, the greater the uncertainty of the predicted results. Therefore, the uncertainty of the predicted results and the determination of a reasonable predicted time require further study. (4) The fourth is that the prediction performance and the applicability of the applied method are relatively poor. The amount of measured data on slope displacement is limited; hence, slope displacement prediction is a typical small-sample regression problem. If ANN, which is a large-sample-based machine learning method, is utilized, overfitting (or underfitting) and universal difficulty in determining the optimal network structure and hyper-parameter values will be encountered [9] . SVM, which is based on structural risk minimization, is adapted for small-sample regression. However, it remains difficult to choose a suitable kernel function and obtain the hyper-parameter values when using SVM for slope displacement prediction [13] , [16] , [17] .
Gaussian process regression (GPR) is a powerful machine learning regression method [18] , [19] . Compared with ANN and SVM, GPR has several advantages, including the selfadaptive acquisition of hyper-parameter values and high flexibility in nonlinear small-sample regression. In recent years, GPR has been successfully applied in the fields of optimum structural design [20] , materials manufacturing and processing [21] , signal processing [22] , and structural reliability analysis [23] , [24] . In addition, as a probability-based prediction model, GPR exhibits excellent generalization performance. GPR can not only yield an optimal estimate of the prediction results but also provide the correlated estimation covariance, which can be used to quantitatively analyze the uncertainty of the predicted results. In the present paper, the GPR model is introduced into the time series analysis of slope displacement. By leveraging the excellent regression and prediction performance of GPR, the displacement prediction of three typical slopes in China, namely, the slope of the permanent ship lock for the Three Gorges Project, the Wolongsi slope, and the high slope of Longtan hydropower station, is conducted. In addition, an indicator, namely, the predictive uncertainty index (PUI), is proposed for analyzing and evaluating the uncertainty of the predicted results quantitatively.
II. GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION (GPR) MODEL
A GPR is a collection of random variables. These variables obey a Gaussian distribution, which is completely specified by the mean function and the covariance function. The basic principle of the GPR model has been described in detail in the literature [18] , [19] and is briefly described as follows.
A data series of an observed target y that is disturbed by noise can be described by
where t denotes measured data and ε is the difference between the observed targets and the measured data. ε is a set of independent random variables that also obey a Gaussian distribution; the corresponding mean and covariance values are 0 and σ 2 n , respectively. The predictive distribution of observed target y is
where K=K(X, X) is a symmetric positive-definite covariance matrix in which each entry K ij is the correlation between x i and x j (i, j =1, 2, . . . , m). Thus, the joint Gaussian predictive distribution of the training output y and one predicting output y * can be expressed as follows:
where K(X , x * ) is the covariance matrix of the training inputs X and one predicting input x * , which can also be denoted by K(x * ), and k(x * , x * ) is the covariance matrix of the one predicting input x * . The commonly used covariance matrix function is
where, l, σ f and σ n are the optimal hyper-parameters, which can be self-adaptively acquired via optimization in the log-likelihood framework.
Based on Bayesian theory, predicting output y * can be obtained from predicting input x * by analyzing the training samples. Bayesian forecasting can successively update the probability distribution of the predicting output according to the new input, namely, by deducing the posterior distribution of predicting output y * using the new predicting input x * , training input x and training output y.
The predictive distribution of y * is
The mean and variance of y * are expressed as
III. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS OF THE PREDICTION RESULTS USING A TIME-SERIES METHOD A. UNCERTAINTY AND COVARIANCE
Uncertainty involves unknown information and arises in a stochastic environment, which can be applied to assess the prediction of future events, namely, represent the discreteness, reliability, or unpredictability of the prediction results. When analyzing the predictive uncertainty, the confidence interval of probability for the prediction results should be provided by studying the corresponding distribution of the prediction results. Typically, with a smaller predictive uncertainty, better predictive results can be obtained with the current understanding and technology. The uncertainty differs entirely from the error (the difference between the predictive results and the measured data). The error is an after-action index because measured data are involved. A small predictive uncertainty may correspond to a large predictive error in some solutions.
The deformation of the slope, which is influenced by multiple factors, is an uncertain process; hence, there is uncertainty in slope displacement prediction. Therefore, analyzing the uncertainty is inevitable and critical for slope displacement prediction. The variance enables the investigation of the uncertainty of the predicted results. In statistical theory, the variance of a random variable measures the deviation of the random variable from its mean. A larger variance corresponds to the higher volatility of the random variable. In economics, the variance is used to assess the risk of investment [25] - [27] . Under the same expected value, a smaller variance corresponds to lower risk of investment and higher stability of the return. Therefore, the variance can also be used to analyze the uncertainty of the predicted results of slope displacement and, in turn, can aid decision-makers who deal with engineering risk in evaluating the reliability of predicted results.
B. PERFORMANCE OF THE GPR MODEL IN ANALYZING THE UNCERTAINTY
GPR can represent the predicted results in the form of a probability distribution. Thus, the variance can be easily obtained, which is convenient for analyzing the uncertainty of the predicted results. Now, to demonstrate the performance of the GPR model in analyzing the uncertainty, a functional regression is considered as an example. The function is y =0.5sin(2x). Fifteen training samples (x, y) with noise such that x ∈[−2.5,2.5] are constructed via this function. Then, using the function and samples, a special GPR model is established, namely, a new relationship between x and y such that x ∈[−2.5,2.5]. Finally, the relationship between x and y such that x ∈[−3,3] is predicted using the established GPR model. Fig. 1 shows the predicted results. The grey strip area represents the confidence interval with a confidence level of 95%. According to the figure, the strip area that is within the range of x ∈[−2.5,2.5] is narrow, while the strip area that is outside the range of x∈[−2.5,2.5] is wide. Hence, the uncertainty of the predicted results that are within the training sample range (x∈[−2.5,2.5]) is small, whereas the uncertainty outside the training sample range is high. As the distance between the predicting range and the training range increases, the uncertainty of the predicted results increases; under increased uncertainty, the error may be increased. In this example, the largest deviation between the predicted results and the real data will be encountered at x =3 or −3.
Similarly, the regression model can be used to analyze the uncertainty of the time series. The performance in analyzing the uncertainty depends on the performance of the regression model. In this regard, the GPR model outperforms traditional regression models, namely, polynomial, ANN, and SVM, in two aspects: the GPR model can obtain highly accurate regression and predicted results and, more important, perform well in analyzing the uncertainty of the predicted results. If the GPR model is applied to the time series analysis, the uncertainty can be easily obtained, which is highly convenient.
C. PREDICTIVE UNCERTAINTY INDEX (PUI)
The variance can measure the uncertainty of prediction, as discussed above. However, establishing a general index for evaluating the uncertainty of predicted results using only the absolute variance is unrealistic. Therefore, a new index, namely, the predictive uncertainty index (PUI), is put forward, which is based on the theory of relativity. The PUI can be expressed as:
where σ 2 * is the variance of a prediction andσ 2 t is the average of the predicted variances within the training samples.
The predictive uncertainty and error that are obtained by applying the GPR model within training samples are smaller compared to those outside the training samples. In other words, the predictive results within the training sample are relatively reliable. The PUI uses an average of the predicted variances within the training samples as a reference and determines the uncertainty of the predictive results that are outside the training samples by comparing the corresponding variances with the reference values.
D. CLASSIFICATION OF THE UNCERTAINTY USING THE PUI
Typically, as the distance between the predicting range and the training range increases, the error and uncertainty of the predictive results increase, the reliability of the predictive results decreases. Thus, classification of the prediction is important for aiding decision-makers who deal with engineering risk reasonably evaluate the reliability of predicted results and determine the predicting range. In this study, the classification criterion of uncertainty for assessing a prediction, which is presented in Table 1 , is constructed according to experience and the multiple functions of the PUI. 
IV. GPR MODEL FOR PREDICTING THE SLOPE DISPLACEMENT TIME SERIES
The process of establishing the GPR can be described as follows.
The first step is to build the time-series sample using measured slope displacement data. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , by selecting the first p measured data, namely, x(1), . . . . . . , x(p), as inputs and the (p + 1) th as output, the first time-series sample is established. By selecting the next p measured data, namely, x(2), . . . . . . , x(p + 1), and the (p + 2) th as the inputs and output, respectively, the second time-series sample is established. Analogously, additional time-series samples can be established. The second step is to build the training sample and predicting sample. Most of the time-series samples are selected as the training sample for establishing GPR model. The other samples are taken as the predicting sample for verifying the performance of the established GPR model. The third step is to construct the GPR model, namely, to build the relationship between the inputs and outputs by utilizing the training sample and obtain the hyper-parameter values.
The fourth step is to select a suitable number p of measured data for obtaining the optimal GPR under the specified measured data. The number p of measured data in a time-series sample significantly affects the predictive ability of the GPR model. Taking the minimum average error of the predicted results of the testing sample as an object, the optimal value of p can be acquired via a trial method or optimization algorithm. In other words, we select various values of p and repeat steps 2 and 3 until the minimum average error of the predicted results has been obtained, which corresponds to the optimal value of p. In the present study, particle swarm optimization (PSO) [26] , which is an optimization algorithm that exhibits excellent performance in global optimization, is utilized to obtain the optimal value of p automatically.
The fifth step is prediction within the testing sample, namely, predicting the slope displacement according to the inputs of the testing sample. When proceeding to the next prediction, the previous predictive results with the adjacent (p−1) data are used as a new time-series sample to update the GPR model. Then, by comparing the prediction results with the measured data, the predicting performance of established GPP model is verified.
The sixth step is the out-of-sample prediction, namely, forecasting the approaching future slope displacements and their mean and variance. Then, by investigating the PUI and the corresponding PUI classification of prediction results, the uncertainty of the out-of-sample prediction results is investigated. Subsequently, The reasonable time interval for out-of-sample prediction can be determined.
According to the above description of the process of establishing a GPR model for predicting the slope displacement time series, a general program package is developed with the MATLAB.
V. ENGINEERING CASE STUDIES A. SLOPE DISPLACEMENT PREDICTION OF THE PERMANENT SHIP LOCK SLOPE OF THE THREE GORGES PROJECT
The Three Gorges Project is the world's largest hydropower station in terms of installed gross capacity (22,500 MW). The Three Gorges Dam, which is a hydroelectric gravity dam, spans the Yangtze River near the town of Sandouping in Yiling District, Yichang, Hubei province, China. A permanent ship lock goes through the rock mass at the left bank of the river from the upstream to the downstream of the Three Gorges Dam. Since the stability of the high slope of the permanent ship lock affects the vessel traffic across the Three Gorges Dam, monitoring systems were installed for measuring the displacement of the slope. The data that were measured from Sep. 1995 to Mar. 1998 is listed in Table 2 [9] . The corresponding monitoring point (TP/BM28GP02) is located on the surface of the slope with an elevation of 230 m, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The data that were measured from Sep. 1995 to Dec. 1997 are selected as the training samples and the data from Jan. 1998 to Mar. 1998 as the testing samples. The optimal number p of data in a time series is 8. The prediction results that correspond to the testing samples are listed in Table 3 . During this predicting process, the measured data is used to update the GPR model. The maximum relative error is 1.93% and the average relative error is 1.24%. Meanwhile, the prediction results using least squares support vector machines (LSSVM), artificial neural network (ANN) [9] , and self-memory (SM) [16] are also listed in Table 3 . The corresponding hyper-parameter σ and regularization parameter γ for LSSVM are 3 and 100, respectively. The number of input nodes and hidden layer for ANN are 7 and 9, respectively [9] . Relatively many parameters are involved in using SM, which are not listed here and can be found in the literature [16] . Comparing with LSSVM, ANN, and SM, the GPR model obtained a better result in terms of the maximum relative error and the average relative error. Therefore, the GPR model can reliably obtain relatively high-precision predictive results.
The results of the out-of-sample prediction, namely, the predicted results of the slope displacement after Apr. 1998, are listed in Table 4 . As the interval between the time of out-of-sample prediction and the current time increases, the variance and PUI increase, which indicates that the uncertainty of predictive results increases. This increasing uncertainty can also be obtained according to the increasing width of the confidence interval (Fig. 4) . Consequently, Describing the uncertainty the out-of-sample prediction using PUI is reasonable. The uncertainty classifications for the out-of-sample predictions are listed in Table 4 . The uncertainty of each predicted result from Apr. 1998 to Sep. 1998 is classified as ''very low'' or ''low''. Therefore, the predicted results are reliable. The uncertainty of each predicted result from Oct. 1998 to Jan. 1999 is classified as ''medium''. Thus, these predicted results are moderately reliable. The uncertainty of each predicted result from Feb. 1999 to Jan. 1999 is classified as ''high'' or ''very high''. Thus, these predicted results are unreliable. The reasonable time interval for outof-sample prediction using GPR, that was established with the measured data from Sep. 1995 to Mar. 1988, is 10 months (from Apr. 1998 to Jan. 1999).
B. DISPLACEMENT PREDICTION OF THE WOLONGSI SLOPE
Wolongsi station is located on the Baoxi section (Baoji city to Xi'an city) of the Lanzhou-Lianyungang railway in China. The prediction results that correspond to the testing samples are presented in Table 6 and Fig. 6 . During this predicting process, the measured data is used to update the GPR model. The average relative error is 5.2% and approximately 70% of the predicted samples have a relative error of less than 5%. As described in [9] , the average relative error when using an ANN model to analyze the measured data of the Wolongsi slope displacement is 10.1% and approximately 29% of the predicted samples have a relative error of less than 5%. The number of input nodes and hidden layer for ANN are 15 and 28, respectively. In a study that uses the SM model to analyze the measured data of the Wolongsi slope displacement, the average relative error is 7.2% and approximately 50% of the predicted samples have a relative error of less than 5%. Relatively many parameters are involved in using SM, which are not listed here and can be found in the literature [16] . Thus, the GPR model obtains more accurate results. In addition, the maximum relative error of the predicted results was attained on May 5. This is because a landslide occurred and caused a sharp increase in the displacement. Therefore, the process of slope displacement increase on May 5 differs from those before the landslide occurred.
To verify the feasibility of GPR model and PUI in investigating the predictive result, an out-of-sample prediction using the measured before Apr. 26 as the training sample is conducted. The corresponding p is 2. Before prediction, the measured data after Apr. 26 is assumed to be unknown. The PUI and its classification of predicted results are listed in Table 7 . With the increase of the interval between the time of out-of-sample prediction and the time corresponding to the training sample, the PUI increases, The predicted results from Apr. 26 to 29, which are classified as having low uncertainty, are reliable. The uncertainty of the predicted results after Apr. 30 is high. Hence, the corresponding reliability is low. Therefore, the reasonable time interval for out-of-sample prediction is 4 days.
After prediction, Relative error can be calculated using the measured data after Apr. 26. As listed in Table. 7, the minimum values of both the predictive error and the PUI were attained on Apr. 26 and the maximum values were attained on May 5. From Apr. 26 to 29, the predictive errors are less than 5% and the corresponding PUIs are all below 3, whereas the predictive errors after Apr. 29 all exceed 5% and the corresponding PUIs exceed 3. Therefore, both the predictive error and the PUI increase with the interval between the time VOLUME 7, 2019 of out-of-sample prediction and the current time, as shown in Fig. 7 . However, the relative error on Apr. 28 is higher compared to Apr. 29, while the PUI is smaller. Hence, there is no strict correspondence between the relative error and the PUI.
According to this analysis, there is a relationship between the PUI and the relative error: a higher PUI typically corresponds to a higher relative error. However, without measured data, the relative error cannot be used to evaluate the predicted results, whereas the PUI can be calculated. Therefore, PUI and its classification provide an approach to determine the reasonable prediction
C. DISPLACEMENT PREDICTION OF THE HIGH SLOPE OF LONGTAN HYDROPOWER STATION
Longtan hydropower station is located on the Hongshui River in Tian'e County Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, China. After the excavation of the underground powerhouse intake on the left bank of the river, a high rock slope with a maximum height of 435 m and a length of 500 m formed (Fig. 8) , which is a typical anti-dip laminate structure. The stability of the high rock slope significantly affects the security of the dam and the operation of the water inlet. Therefore, the displacements of this slope have been monitored.
The time history curve of the slope displacement from Jan. 2001 to Dec. 2003, according to the data that were provided by Longtan Hydropower Development Co. LTD, is plotted in Fig. 9 . The corresponding monitoring point is located on the surface of the slope, which is overhead the left bank abutment. The data that were measured after Oct. 2002 exhibit relatively large fluctuations. To obtain a better predictive result, fitting to the measured data was implemented prior to the prediction. Taking the time and displacement as input and output, respectively, the GPR model is trained. Then, using the regression ability of the trained GPR model, a new time history curve of the slope displacement, which is plotted as a red line, is reconstructed. The new time history curve better represents the variation trend of the slope displacement from the discrete measured data (Fig. 9) . During prediction, the data on the new time history curve are used to establish the sample. The data that were measured from Jan. 2002 to Jul. 2003 form the training samples and those from Aug. to Dec. 2003 form the testing samples. The optimal number p of data in a time series is 6. The results of the out-of-sample prediction are presented in Table 8 and Fig. 10 . The prediction process is described as follows: First, by using the GPR model that was established The predicted results are analyzed as follows: 1) According to the predicted result that was obtained before the measured data for Jan. 2004 had been obtained, the displacement of the slope will rapidly increase to 161.19 mm and not converge. Hence, the slope is unstable and corresponding engineering measures should be applied to reinforce the slope. However, from the 2 nd to the 8 th predicted months, the PUIs all exceed 5; hence, these predicted results are unreliable. The increasing trend of slope displacement is still unclear. The next prediction is needed for determining whether to reinforce the slope or not.
After measured data for the predicted time have been obtained, the error can be investigated. As listed in Table 8 , the errors from the 2 nd to the 8 th predicted months are high (over 5%). This is consistent with the uncertainty variation of the predicted results.
2) According to the result that was predicted after the measured data of Jan. 2004 had been obtained, the displacement of the slope will rapidly increase and not converge. However, from the 2 nd to the 8 th predicted months, the PUIs all exceed 3 and the corresponding uncertainties are classified are ''very high'' or ''high''; hence, these predicted results are unreliable.
After the measured data for the predicted time period have been obtained, the error can be investigated. The errors from the 2 nd to the 8 th predicted months are high (over 5%). This agrees with the uncertainty variation of the predicted results.
3) According to the result that was predicted after the measured data for Mar. 2004 had been obtained, the displacement of the slope will slightly increase and slowly converge. All the PUIs are less than or equal to 3. The uncertainties of all the predicted results are classified as ''medium'', ''low'', and ''very low''. Therefore, the predicted results are moderately reliable. The length of the prediction time period is 8 months.
After the measured data for the predicted time period have been obtained, the error can be investigated. As listed in Table 8 , all the errors are less than 3%; hence, the predicted results approach the measured data. This is consistent with the uncertainty variation of the predicted results. Overall, both the predictive error and the PUI increase with the interval between the time of out-of-sample prediction and the current time. There is a relationship between the PUI and the error. However, the history curve of the error fluctuates. For example, the error of the predicted results at the 3rd month is higher compared to the 2nd and 4th months. Hence, this curve does not represent a strict correspondence between the relative error and the PUI. 4) According to the result that was predicted after the measured data for May. and Jul. 2004 had been obtained, all the PUIs are less than or equal to 3. The uncertainty classifications of all the predicted results are ''low'' and ''very low''. Therefore, the predicted results are reliable. The length of the prediction time period is 8 months. According to the predicted results, the displacement of the slope increases slightly and converges.
After measured data for the predicted time period have been obtained, the error can be investigated. As listed in Table 8 , the errors of the results that were predicted after the measured data for May. and Jul. 2004 had been obtained are relatively high: 3% and 0.5%, respectively. This agrees with the uncertainty variation of the predicted results.
In conclusion, there is a relationship between the PUI and the relative error: a high PUI value is always accompanied by a high relative error. This is expected. Therefore, it is reasonable and feasible to use the PUI to assess the uncertainty of the predicted result quantitatively. In addition, the measured data are helpful for obtaining more accurate predicted results. The uncertainty of the predicted results decreases and the prediction accuracy increases as additional measured data are included. Therefore, in engineering practice, updating the GPR with the subsequent measured data can improve the prediction of the increasing trend of slope displacement.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
(1) In the present study, the GPR model, which is based strictly on statistical theory, is introduced for predicting the time series of slope displacements. Case studies demonstrate that the GPR model can well handle the regression during the prediction of the time series of slope displacement, even though the regression is characterized by high dimensionality, small sample size, and nonlinearity. Moreover, due to its self-adaptive acquisition of hyper-parameter values, simple operation, and high-precision prediction ability, the GPR model is suitable for predicting the nonlinear time series of slope displacement.
(2) The predictive uncertainty index is proposed for assessing the uncertainty of the predicted results of a time series of slope displacements. Then, an uncertainty classification that is based on the PUI is established. Analysis of the PUI and its classification demonstrates that the uncertainty and potential error of the predicted results increase with the interval between the time of out-of-sample prediction and the current time. Thus, it is feasible to quantitatively evaluate the uncertainty of the predicted results and determine the reasonable prediction time using the PUI. Therefore, prediction via the PUI overcomes the main limitation (failure to analyze the uncertainty of the predicted results) of traditional methods and provides a new method for the reasonable prediction and scientific management of slopes.
(3) In engineering practice, the classification of the uncertainty of the slope displacement prediction should fully consider the characteristics of the project, including the corresponding scale, importance, specialty, and management requirements. The uncertainty classification that is established in the present study is preliminary and should be updated during its application in engineering practice. 
